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ABSTRACT Conventional kinesin is a dimeric motor protein that transports membranous organelles toward the plus-end of
microtubules (MTs). Individual kinesin dimers show steadfast directionality and hundreds of consecutive steps, yet the detailed
physical mechanism remains unclear. Here we compute free energies for the entire dimer-MT system for all possible interacting
configurations by taking full account of molecular details. Employing merely first principles and several measured binding and
barrier energies, the system-level analysis reveals insurmountable energy gaps between configurations, asymmetric ground state
caused by mechanically lifted configurational degeneracy, and forbidden transitions ensuring coordination between both motor
domains for alternating catalysis. Thiswealth of physical effects converts a kinesin dimer into amolecular ratchet-and-pawl device,
which determinedly locks the dimer’s movement into the MT plus-end and ensures consecutive steps in hand-over-hand gait.
Under a certain range of extreme loads, however, the ratchet-and-pawl device becomes defective but not entirely abolished to
allow consecutive back-steps. This study yielded quantitative evidence that kinesin’s multiple molecular properties have been
evolutionarily adapted to fine-tune the ratchet-and-pawl device so as to ensure the motor’s distinguished performance.

INTRODUCTION

Conventional kinesin (1) has two dimerized motor domains

(also called head regions), each made of a catalytic core

domain containing the nucleotide- and microtubule-binding

sites and a neck domain sufficient for dimerizing the two

motor domains. Conventional kinesin is distinct from other

microtubule-based motor proteins in that individual kinesin

dimers are steadfast in their self-chosen direction (2–4), and

can run hundreds of consecutive steps before falling off the

microtubule (MT) (5). These unusual motor capabilities are

unique properties of dimerized motor domains. Amonomeric

protein of kinesin superfamily, KIF1A was found to diffuse

back and forth alongMT under a bias toward the plus-end (6).

However, themonomer is incapable of processivemovement,

and its average direction is easily reversed by an opposing

load of less than a picoNewton (6). In contrast, a dimer of

conventional kinesin can evidently retain its directionality not

in an average sense but in a determined manner (2–4).

Depending on adenosine triphosphate (ATP) concentrations,

an opposing force of 5–8 pN (3) brings conventional kinesin

to a complete halt. Then the dimer’s center-of-mass un-

dergoes balanced back-and-forth single-step movement but

develops no consecutive back-steps until the whole dimer

falls off theMT (2–4). As for kinesin’s processivity (i.e., long

run of consecutive steps), kinetic studies (7–9) suggested that

the two heads of a kinesin dimer alternately hydrolyze ATP to

ensure the dimer’s continual runs in an acrobatic head-over-

head gait (10). The kinetic model of alternating head catalysis

requires a molecular mechanism for head-head coordination

(7–9) which, however, remains mysterious thus far.

The first ;14 residues of the neck bridging the catalytic

core and the subsequent coiled-coil dimerization domain is

termed neck linker (1), which has been identified as a key

determinant of kinesin’s directionality (1,11–13). The neck

linker is immobilized onto the catalytic core and extends

toward the MT plus-end when the catalytic core is both MT-

and ATP-bound (11). This conformational change is termed

neck-linker zippering (11). A zippered neck linker is reverted

to a random conformation upon g-phosphate release (11). In
their mechanically controlled access model (1), Vale and

Milligan indicated that the neck linkers of a dimer must be

overstretched for both heads to bind MT simultaneously, and

neck-linker zippering at a standing head enables the other

diffusing head to reach the nearby binding site to theMT plus-

end but hinders access to the posterior site. It was later found

that the identified conformational change has a free-energy

gain of merely ;1.2 kBT (kB is Boltzmann constant, and T,
absolute temperature) (13), which appears to be insufficient to

account for the kind of robust directionality shown by kinesin

dimers (14). A new twist is added to the issue of kinesin’s

directionality by a recent study (4), in which quickly applying

super-stall loads of 10–15 pN caused a kinesin dimer to walk

consecutive backward steps. Understanding of these seem-

ingly contradictory results presents a challenge to the field of

kinesin study.

Because conventional kinesin’s robust directionality and

high processivity are both properties beyond individual

monomers, the underlying mechanisms likely involve the

entire system of dimerized motor domains together with MT.

To close in on the synergetic mechanisms, we have computed

free energies for all possible interacting configurations for the
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whole dimer-MT systemby taking full account of their atomic

details. The computed configurational energies form a unique

hierarchy, which naturally imposes nontrivial constraints on

transitions between the configurations in a way similar to

hydrogen molecule’s electronic levels in defining the absorp-

tion and emission spectra. Arising from the system-level

energetic hierarchy, the transition rules lead straightforwardly

to a wealth of molecular mechanisms for coordination be-

tween both motor domains in their mechanochemical activ-

ities. Such a system-level analysis thereby reveals a unified

mechanism for sturdy unidirectionality and high processivity

of conventional kinesin. This method of system-level ener-

getic analysis is different from theoretical methods previously

applied to kinesin (5,15–21).

THEORY AND METHOD

Computation of energies for kinesin-MT
binding configurations

The total free energy for a dimer-MT configuration is a sum of free energy of

the linker chains (F), free-energy gain by linker zippering (Uz), and head-

MT binding energies (UB). Experiments (13,22) yielded UZ ¼ �1.2 kBT,

UB ¼�15 kBT for ADP-bound heads, andUB ¼�19 kBT for ATP-bound or

nucleotide-free heads. The Helmholtz free energy of the linker chains in a

double-headed binding configuration can be calculated using a formula

derived from worm-like chain model for polymers:

Fðleff;deffÞ ¼ ðkBTÞ leff
lp

� � ðdeff=leffÞ2ð3� 2deff=leffÞ
4ð1� deff=leffÞ

� �
: (1)

Here lp is the persistence length of the linker peptides. The expression deff is

the extension of both linkers required for forming the dimer-MT double

bindings, and leff is the portion of linker contour length available for

spanning deff.

In a dimer-MT double-binding configuration, both motor heads bind MT

in similar orientation along a single protofilament (23,24). A geometry

analysis yields

deff ¼ d � ðmZ � 2mTÞa; (2)

leff ¼ 2lN � mTlT � mZlZ: (3)

Here d is the protofilament lattice spacing of MT (i.e., binding site period)

and lN is the contour length of a linker chain. The value lZ is the portion of

contour length zippered to the catalytic core, and a is projection of lZ in

parallel to MT. We take d ¼ 8.2 nm and a ¼ 0.95lz following structural

studies (25). A subtlety is that zippering at the leading head will force the

linker chain to form a half loop, which takes a small but finite portion of

contour length lT (26). In Eqs. 2 and 3, mT is the number of half-loops, and

mZ is the number of zippered linkers. Persistence length and looping

property of the linker peptides were determined from an atomic computation

(see Appendix), which yields lT ¼ 0.36 nm and lp ¼ 0.8 nm. The zippered

length lZ will be deduced from measured barriers for kinesin’s steps in

Results and Discussions.

We derived Eq. 1 from an interpolation formula suggested in the

literature (27,28) for the force-extension relationship of a worm-like chain:

f ¼ ðkBT=lpÞ½ð1� z=lÞ�2
=4� 1=41 z=l�: (4)

In this equation, f is the pulling force applied at the ends of the polymer

chain, z is the average end-to-end extension, and l is the polymer’s contour

length. Substituting z by deff and l by leff and integrating the interpolation

equation yielded Gibbs free energy for the linker peptides, which in turn

yielded the Helmholtz free energy (Eq. 1).

Our choice of the worm-like chain model, and specifically the inter-

polation formula to describe stretched states of the neck linkers in double-

headed kinesin-MT binding configurations, is based on the following

reasons. In a double-headed binding configuration, the two linker peptides of

total ;28 amino-acid residues span the protofilament lattice spacing of ;8

nm, which is an overstretching situation of z/l . 0.75. In this overstretching

regime, different polymer models predict drastically differing force-

extension curves for a polymer chain (see Fig. 2.15 of (29)). As z/l /1,

the worm-like chain model predicts f } (1 � z/l)�1 while the freely jointed

chain model predicts f } (1� z/l)�2. Accuracy of the worm-like chain model

in quantitative description of stretched DNA and polypeptides has been

proved by single-molecule experiments (27,28,30–32). Previous studies

(27,28) found, however, that predictions of the freely jointed chain model

deviate from measured force-extension curves in the overstretching regime

of z/l . 0.75. The Gaussian chain model, broadly used because of its

relatively simple mathematical form, is generally not applicable to

overstretched polymers (see Fig. 2.15 of (29)). Previous studies (33) also

found that applicability of the Gaussian chain model to short peptides is

questionable.

But the interpolation formula, being an approximate equation, has been

found to reproduce very well measured force-extension curves of single

DNA or protein molecules (27,28,30,31). The agreement is satisfactory also

for mechanical stretching and breaking of single protein domains, each of

which has a contour length of only 30 nm (see Fig. 3 of (30)). The proved

applicability to short peptides justifies our choice of the interpolation

formula as a basis for studying stretched states of kinesin’s neck linkers.

Previous studies (28) showed that the interpolation equation deviates from

the exact solution of the worm-like chain model by ;10% at z/l ¼ 0.5, and

the error systematically decreases as z/l increases into the overstretching

regime of z/l . 0.75 relevant to this study.

Following structural studies (25), we use nN¼ 14 amino-acid residues for

kinesin’s linker length (i.e., lN ¼ nN 3 0.36 nm). We note, however, that the

coiled coils can unwind to increase effective length of the linker. Recent

studies (34) have ruled out complete melting of the first heptad repeat, which

would otherwise add seven amino-acid residues to effective linker length

and render the maximum directional preference defective. Nevertheless,

partial unwinding at the beginning 1–2 residues of the coiled coil is likely in

double-headed kinesin-MT binding configurations, in which a mechanical

strain well above 20 pN is developed along the linker chains as estimated

using Eq. 1. Such an amount of force is sufficient to break individual

molecular contacts within heptad repeats (30,31). For double-binding dimer-

MT configurations the effective linker length therefore might range between

14 and 16 residues (marked in Fig. 1 B).
For the cases in which a constant force is applied to the stalk domain

adjacent to the neck coiled coils, extensions of both linkers are determined

by balancing forces at the coiled coil domain. Internal Helmholtz free

energies of individual neck linkers are then combined with the contribution

due to the external force to yield Gibbs free energy (33) for the neck linkers.

Under an opposing load, the neck linker adjacent to the front head in a

double-headed binding configuration is more extended than the linker

adjacent to the rear head. Consequently, the forces inflicted upon the two

MT-bound heads by their adjacent neck linkers are different, and are given

by derivatives of the Helmholtz free energies of the respective linker

peptides. The forces felt by individual heads will be used in considering

load-dependence of enzymatic rates of motor domains (see the following

subsection). In single-headed binding configurations, the standing head

alone bears the effect of the external load.

Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation of kinesin’s
walking dynamics

Because of stochastic nature of both enzymatic processes and head diffusion,

the kinetic Monte Carlo method (35) is suitable to simulation of kinesin’s
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walking behavior. The kinetic Monte Carlo simulation follows time

evolution of the kinesin-MT system as it undergoes transitions between

different configurations as driven by cycles of ATP hydrolysis at the two

heads. Within the framework of the kinetic Monte Carlo method, diffusion

of heads is not treated explicitly. Instead, a rate for a diffusing head to bind

MT was calculated by considering the geometrical and energetic differences

between the initial single-headed binding configuration and the final

configuration of double-headed bindings. This rate for random search-and-

binding then was used in the kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm (35–37) to

calculate transitions from single-headed to double-headed binding config-

urations of the kinesin-MT system. More specifically, head-MT binding is

assumed to occur once the diffusive head encounters a binding site of MT,

and the search-and-binding rate can then be calculated using the first passage

time theory (38–40). The barriers for a diffusing head to reach a binding site

on MT were given by the configurational computation (see Results and

Discussions), and the barriers enter the calculation of the first passage times

(38–40).

The kinetic Monte Carlo simulation yielded a temporal series of

mechanochemical states and positions of the two heads as the dimer makes

steps along MT. When a double-headed binding configuration occurs, the

positions of both heads along MT are recorded. Upon hydrolysis-initiated

detachment of a head fromMT, the position of the mobile head is updated to

be its average position during random diffusion. Because the linker chains

restrict the mobile head’s diffusion within a sphere centered at the other, MT-

bound head, the average position of the diffusing head along MT is just the

position of the standing head.

The simulation used measured values for the enzymatic rates of catalytic

cores. The following rates were taken from Cross (41) and references

therein: ATP binding rate 3 mM s�1, reverse dissociation rate 150 s�1,

hydrolysis rate 200 s�1, rate for reverse ATP synthesis 25 s�1, and rate for

g-phosphate release 250 s�1. Diffusion coefficient for head diffusion was

taken as 3.5 3 106 nm2/s, which is 1–2 orders-of-magnitude lower than

values found experimentally for intrachain diffusion of bare, short peptides

(42–44). We assumed in the simulation that the enzymatic rates of a motor

domain are affected by a rear-pointing force inflicted upon it by its adjacent

linker peptide. Specifically, we assumed that the ATP hydrolysis rate (khyd)

and the ATP dissociation rate (koff) depend on the rear-pointing force (F) by

a Boltzmann-type relationship

khydðFÞ ¼ khydðF ¼ 0Þ=½ p1 1 q1expðFd=kBTÞ�; (5)

koffðFÞ ¼ koffðF ¼ 0Þ=½ p2 1 q2expðFd=kBTÞ�; (6)

where p1 1 q1 ¼ p2 1 q2 ¼ 1. We assumed p1 ¼ p2, and used parameters

deduced by Schnitzer et al. (5): d ¼ 3.7 nm and q1 ¼ 0.0062.We note that F

entering the above equations is the calculated force imposed upon the motor

domain by its adjacent linker, and is not equal to the external load applied to

the stalk domain for a double-headed kinesin-MT binding configuration.

In the kinetic Monte Carlo simulation, ATP diffusively binds to a MT-

bound, nucleotide-free head and the ATP binding results in linker zippering.

The zippered conformation of the neck linker is maintained through the

subsequent hydrolysis ATP 1 K 1 M / ADP�Pi 1 K 1 M until product

release (here K denotes kinesin head and M denotes MT). Release of

g-phosphate (Pi) from the catalytic core triggers detachment of the ADP-

carrying head off MT. For double-binding configurations, detachment of the

ADP-associated head is likely assisted by the mechanical strain of the neck

linkers (1). ADP release from a head is assumed to occur upon its binding to

MT. Selection rules derived from the configurational analysis were imple-

mented into the simulation, e.g., transitions are forbidden if the difference

in configurational energies is higher than energy available from ATP

hydrolysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Major kinesin-MT binding configurations

The major dimer-MT configurations to be considered are

schematically illustrated in insets of Fig. 1B. In single-headed
binding states the standing head either binds ATP or not

(marked as states II and I, respectively. See illustrations in the

figure). In double-headed binding state III (VI), only the rear

(front) head binds ATP with the adjacent linker being zip-

pered. In state IV (V), both heads are nucleotide-free (ATP-

bound). Transitions between the double-headed binding states

(and between the single-headed ones) occur via diffusive

binding of ATP to the catalytic core within a head or reverse

FIGURE 1 Stepping barriers and configurational energies of conventional

kinesin. Kinesin-MT binding configurations are illustrated in the insets. The

motor heads are represented by large symbols filled in yellow color. The

ATP-bound state of a head is indicated by label T, and the ADP-bound state

by label D. Unlabeled heads are nucleotide-free. The neck linkers are shown
by lines in blue color, and their zippered portions are shown by bold lines in

red. The coiled coil dimerization domains are shown by spiral lines in cyan.

The large symbols in dark and light gray represent a- and b-tubulin units of

MT. (A) Lowest free-energy barriers for forward and backward stepping.

The solid symbols are calculated results for integer numbers of zippered

amino-acid residues, while the lines were drawn to guide the eye. The bias,

i.e., barrier difference between forward and backward steps, is also shown.

The measured values for the barriers are from Taniguchi et al. (14). (B)

Computed energies for major kinesin-MT binding configurations as a

function of hypothetically changing length of the linker peptide. The solid

symbols are results for integer numbers of amino-acid residues in a linker

peptide, and the lines were drawn to guide the eye. Conventional kinesin’s

effective linker length for double-headed bindings to MT is indicated by the

shaded area. (C) Distortion of configurational hierarchy by opposing load.

The shaded area indicates the measured stall forces from Visscher et al. (3),

which are 5–8 pN, depending on values of ATP concentrations.
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ATP dissociation. Transitions between double-headed and

single-headed bindings occur by search-and-binding of a

diffusing head to MT and reverse head detachment.

Zippering-facilitated diffusional bias

During kinesin’s steps, a mobile head reaches a nearby

binding site on MT via intrachain diffusion in which the

linkers are self-stretched. The self-stretching drains confor-

mational entropy out of the linker chains, and causes a free-

energy barrier for kinesin’s steps. Linker zippering at the

standing head points the diffusing head toward the binding

site to the MT plus-end, thus reducing the barrier for forward

steps (11,13). The lowest barriers for forward and backward

steps were calculated using Eq. 1. More specifically the

lowest barrier for a forward step occurs when the kinesin-MT

system undergoes transition from configuration II to III (see

illustrations in Fig. 1 B), and the barrier is quantitatively

given by FF¼ F(III)¼ E(III)� E(II)�UB. Here F(III) is the
Helmholtz free energy of the linker chains in configuration

III as given by Eq. 1, and E(II) and E(III) are configurational
energies for configuration II and III as presented in Fig. 1 B.
Similarly the lowest barrier for backward steps occurs when

the kinesin-MT system undergoes transition from configu-

ration I to IV backwardly, and the corresponding barrier is

FB ¼ F(IV) ¼ E(IV) � E(I) � UB. In the equations for both

barriers,UB takes the value for a nucleotide-free head. Origin

of the barriers is the intrachain potential that acts against self-

stretching of the linker peptides during the mobile head’s

diffusive search for a binding site.

Fig. 1 A presents the results as a function of trial values for

zippered length. For both barriers, satisfactory agreement

with measured values (14) occurs at nz ¼ 7 residues for zip-

pered length. This value lies within the range of 5–10 res-

idues deduced from mutagenesis studies (11–13), and will be

used throughout this study. The measured and predicted

values for barrier difference between forward and backward

steps are both ;6 kBT. Thus the small zippering energy

(;1.2 kBT) is amplified into a much larger diffusional bias.

This zippering-facilitated diffusional bias is in the spirit of

the well-studied Brownian motor mechanism (45,46). We

note, however, that the diffusional bias of ;6 kBT is readily

compromised by opposing loads as small as 2 pN, which is

far below the observed stalling forces.

Removal of dimer-MT configurational degeneracy
and onset of asymmetric ground state

A major finding of this study is that overstretching of the

linker peptides reorganizes kinesin-MT binding configura-

tions into a unique energy hierarchy, which, in turn, facilitates

a directional locking in addition to diffusional bias. This novel

role of neck linkers is illuminated by considering configura-

tional energies as a function of hypothetical length change of

linker peptides (Fig. 1 B).

Let us first consider the hypothetic case in which the linker

length is much larger than the binding site period of MT (i.e.,

lN � d) so that the free energy of both linker chains is

negligible (i.e., F / 0). In such a long-linker limit, state V

would be lowest in energy, and VI and III be degenerate (i.e.,

equal in energy). The ground state offers no directional pref-

erence for the dimer’s movement, because both heads adopt

the same mechanochemical state. States III and VI are in-

versely asymmetric in terms of mechanochemical states of the

heads, but both states occur with equal chance according to

Boltzmann’s lawcanceling anynet directional preference. Thus,

the overall dimer-MT interacting dynamics is directionless.

As the linker length approaches the binding site period,

mechanical strain of the linkers raises energies of states III–VI

to differing degrees depending on their internal geometry ac-

cording to Eqs. 1–3. This mechanical effect causes reordering

of configurational energies and removes the configurational

degeneracy. Over the linker-length range of nN ; 12–50

residues, states V and VI are elevated in energy, but state III is

less affected and becomes the new asymmetric ground state

for the dimer-MT system.

Degeneracy removal and onset of a unique asymmetric

ground state are the basis for kinesin’s unidirectionality. The

configurational hierarchy shown in Fig. 1 B exposes two

distinct regimes for rectification of directional movement for

a kinesin dimer.

The regime of probabilistic bias

The first regime corresponds to nN ; 22–50 residues, in

which the asymmetric ground state occurs and the double-

binding states III–VI all have energies below those of single-

binding states. Disruption of the double-headed binding

states then requires energy input, which is supplied by ATP

hydrolysis at a motor head. An ATP- and MT-bound head is

on the pathway toward active detachment of the head from

MT, which is triggered by post-hydrolysis phosphate release

(47). Therefore, the kinesin-MT states III, V, and VI are all

transient states to be disrupted by detachment of their ATP-

bound heads. Accordingly, in the single-zippering state III

the rear head is readily detached. After a diffusion process,

the mobile head may rebind to MT either at the previous

position or at the binding site before the standing head. The

dimer thus makes a forward step or stays. A backward step is

impossible directly from state III, because the front head has

no energy supply for active detachment. The other single-

zippering state VI is readily disrupted by hydrolysis at the

front head, allowing a backward step but not a forward one.

As a high-energy state, a single-headed binding can decay

to any of the double-headed states III–VI. Through repeated

cycles of hydrolysis-powered disruption and spontaneous

regeneration of double-headed bindings, occurrences of state

III tend to cause forward steps and occurrences of state VI

tend to cause backward steps. The forward preference will

prevail over the backward one, because state III, being the
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ground state for kinesin-MT system, occurs with a higher

probability than state VI. Because of the small energy gap

between both states, the net directional bias occurs in an

average sense. The range of nN; 22–50 residues is therefore

a regime of probabilistic bias. Processivity is poor due to

occurrences of the symmetric state V, whose two ATP-

bound heads can be detached simultaneously to throw the

entire dimer off MT.

The regime of decisive directional locking

Normally functioning kinesin dimers lie in the second regime

of nN; 12–21 residues. In this regime, vast energy gaps occur

that are insurmountable by the energy released from ATP

hydrolysis (;25 kBT). Consequently, states V andVI become

forbidden states, while state III remains as the ground state. In

absence of states VI and V, ATP-powered detachment occurs

only for state III, and invariably for the rear head. After each

hydrolysis event a dimer’s center of mass moves forward or

stays, but never turns back. No consecutive backward steps

can develop through repeated hydrolysis cycles. Linker short-

ening thus transforms the probabilistic bias into a direction-

locking effect of deterministic nature. Exclusion of state V

suppresses concurrence of hydrolysis-facilitated detachment

of both heads, and drastically extends the dimer’s run length.

Within the direction-locking regime, ATP binding to the

rear head of state IV is favored, because this brings the dimer-

MT system to the ground state. However, ATP binding to the

front head of state IV, and also of the ground state III, is

energetically prohibited, because ensuing linker zippering

amounts to transition to inaccessible state VI or V. Thus, the

same head is allowed to accept ATP in a trailing position, but

not in a leading position. After a head consumes ATP and

successfully binds to MT in front of the other standing head,

the newly settled head loses its ATP-accepting status to the

head that now lies behind. Such a position-dependent head-

head coordination ensures that a kinesin dimer runs in a

head-over-head gait, with the two heads hydrolyzing ATP

alternately. The system-level transition rules thus fashion

local conformational change (linker zippering) into long-

range head-head coordination.

Load-bearing capacity of kinesin dimers

Load-bearing capacity of a kinesin dimer can be quantified

by load-deformed dimer-MT configurational hierarchy. The

results in Fig. 1 C shows that both states III and IV remain

lower in energy than single-headed binding states up to an

opposing force of ;8 pN, which coincides with the upper

limit of measured stall forces (3). Below this threshold force,

head detachment is only possible with energy supplied from

ATP hydrolysis and the directional locking preserves. This

explains the early observation (3) that kinesin dimers develop

no consecutive steps up to stall forces of ;8 pN. Above the

threshold force, state IV becomes higher in energy than

single-headed binding states. Unstable state IV will decay to

single-headed binding by spontaneous detachment of the

load-bearing front head, rendering directional locking defec-

tive. Occurrences of state IV by a load-directed backward

binding from state I make consecutive back-steps possible.

This rationalizes the recent finding of consecutive back-steps

under super-stall forces of ;10–15 pN (4). When the force

further increases to;19 pN, even state III becomes unstable,

rendering the directional locking completely groundless.

Conventional kinesin is molecular
ratchet-and-pawl device

The direction-locking capability indicates that conventional

kinesin is essentially a molecular ratchet-and-pawl device.

One may regard as ‘‘ratchet’’ the asymmetric ground state, in

which the two identical heads adopt different mechanochem-

ical states depending on their being in the leading or trailing

position with respect to the MT plus-end. The ‘‘pawl’’ is

hydrolysis-powered selective detachment of the rear head but

not the leading head in a double-headed dimer-MT binding

state. We note that the position-dependence of head states in

the ground state (i.e., the ratchet) is the basis for the dis-

criminate head detachment (i.e., the pawl). The ratchet-and-

pawl device functions most ideally in the direction-locking

regime mentioned before. In the bias regime, the ratchet (i.e.,

asymmetric ground state) is preserved, but the pawl is

defective because hydrolysis-enabled detachment of the rear

head is not completely impossible.

Such a synergic ratchet-and-pawl mechanism is the unified

physical mechanism for conventional kinesin’s directionality

and processivity. First, it is this rather load-insensitive ratchet-

and-pawl mechanism that selects the direction coincided

with orientation of zippered neck linkers and locks the dimer’s

movement into it in defiance of even stalling loads. The

zippering-biased diffusion, being susceptible to loads, merely

reinforces the directionality by promoting occurrence of suc-

cessful steps. Second, the ratchet-and-pawlmechanism enables

a dimer to walk consecutive steps as long as ATP turn -over

rate at a MT-bound head is much lower than the rate for

diffusive search-and-binding of the other head. Enzymatic

rates determined experimentally and diffusion times calcu-

latedwith barriers from the configurational computation show

that the above time requirement is satisfied by kinesin.

The configurational hierarchy in thedirection-locking regime

clarifies the mechanochemical cycle for kinesin’s steps. As

can be seen in Fig. 1 B, only three categories of dimer-MT

binding states are accessible, i.e., the ground state (state III),

single-binding ones (state I and II), and the zippering-free

double-binding state (state IV). The ground state and the two

single-binding states form the major mechanochemical cycle

for kinesin’s steps (see illustration in Fig. 2 A). State IV rarely

occurs at low loads because reaching it by forward or backward

binding from state I encounters a barrier of ;15 kBT.
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A molecular-mechanical basis for the kinetic
model of alternate head catalysis

By linker zippering, multiple molecular contacts are formed

between a catalytic core domain and the adjacent linker

peptide. Both enthalpy and entropy changes are rather large

(;50 kBT) (13), although the net change in free energy is

small. Such an extensive linker-catalytic core binding likely

causes structural adjustment inside the catalytic core domain

in addition to the conformational change of the linker peptide.

On one hand, it is known that ATP binding to a catalytic core

initiates the linker-catalytic core binding, which is maintained

until post-hydrolysis phosphate release (11). On the other

hand, nucleotide processes at the catalytic core may in turn be

affected by the ensuing structural change within the catalytic

core domain. A possible scenario is that the zippering-facil-

itated structural change within the catalytic core domain is

required for stable ATP binding and/or subsequent hydrolysis

reaction. Then frustrated zippering at the leading head in a

double-headed dimer-MTbinding statewill cause theATPase

cycle at the front head to lag behind that at the rear head. The

insurmountable energy gaps in the kinesin-MT configura-

tional hierarchy ensures a sufficiently large rearward strain,

which prohibits linker zippering at a leading head and thereby

postpone its ATP consumption. This is in line with recent

experimental studies (5,48,49) that suggested reduced nucle-

otide affinity of a catalytic core’s active sites under rearward

strain. Thus, the transition rules in the direction-locking

regime provide a molecular mechanical basis for the kinetic

model of alternate head catalysis (7–9).

Dynamical simulation supports the
ratchet-and-pawl mechanism

The kinetic Monte Carlo simulation of dynamical transitions

between dimer-MT configurations produces trajectories of

processivewalking in a hand-over-hand gait. Fig. 2B presents

time evolution of positions of both heads along MT from a

typical run of the dimer as found in the simulation. The

opposing load is as high as 5.6 pN. In interpreting the results, it

is important to note that Fig. 2 B shows for a diffusing head its

average position, which is identical to the position of the other

MT-bound head. Thus in Fig. 2 B hydrolysis-initiated

detachment of a rear head is shown as an ;8 nm advance of

the head’s position. Similarly, a diffusing head’s successful

binding to MT at a forward site or a backward site is

represented by an ;8 nm advance or retreat of the head’s

position. Therefore, the;8 nm change of a head’s position as

shown in Fig. 2 B indicates normal detachment or attachment

events rather than any substeps. The entire dimer makes a full

step of ;8 nm when a rear head is detached upon post-

hydrolysis phosphate release and then binds over a distance of

;16 nm to a forward site. The trajectories in Fig. 2 B show,

however, that the mobile head can keep diffusing for a long

time because of reduced search-and-binding rates under the

close-to-stall load. Consequently, a full step of ;16 nm is

often found in the figure as two;8 nm advances separated by

a long-lived diffusing state. A close look of both heads’

trajectories reveals that the directional bias caused by linker

zippering at the standing head is defiled by the close-to-stall

load because the diffusive head frequently binds back to its

FIGURE 2 Walking behavior of kinesin dimers. (A) Illustration of

kinesin’s major mechanochemical cycle at low loads deduced from the

configurational analysis (see text). The kinesin-MT system and the states of

the motor heads are illustrated in the same way as in the insets of Fig. 1 B. At

low loads, three dimer-MT binding states (I–III) are likely involved. The

transition from state I to II is caused by ATP binding and linker zippering at

a MT-bound head. MT binding and ADP release of the diffusing head causes

transition from state II to III. Hydrolysis-initiated detachment of the rear

head causes transition back to state I. (B–F) Prediction of the kinetic Monte

Carlo simulation (solid lines) versus experimental data (solid symbols). (B)
Typical trajectories of both heads. Initially at zero time the two heads are

both bound to MT. After hydrolysis-initiated detachment, the diffusing head

is allowed to bindMT again only at binding sites other than the one occupied

by the standing head. Thus the head whose trajectory is shown by solid lines

in red (black) binds MT only at positions indicated by red (black) dashed

lines. A color mismatch between solid lines (head trajectories) and dashed

lines (MT sites) indicates the diffusing state of a head. (C,D) Average

velocity of the dimer as a function of ATP concentrations and opposing

loads. The measured data are from Visscher et al. (3). (E,F) Temporal

fluctuation of the dimer’s walking steps as a function of ATP concentrations

and loads. The measured data are from Schnitzer and Block (50) for panel E
and Visscher et al. (3) for panel F. The overall mechanochemical coupling

ratio; namely, average number of ATPmolecules consumed per forward step

is also shown in panel F.
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former binding site on MT. But the locking mechanism

prevents these individual back-bindings from developing into

consecutive back-steps; instead, the dimer’s center-of-mass

maintains an intermittent procession of forward steps.

Using center-of-mass trajectories of kinesin dimers x(t)
generated by the simulation, we have calculated conventional

kinesin’s average velocity and stepping irregularity. The

stepping irregularity is quantified by the randomness param-

eter, r, which is defined as (50) r ¼ limt/NðÆx2ðtÞæ�
ÆxðtÞæ2Þ=dÆxðtÞæ(angle brackets denote ensemble average).

Values of the randomness parameter also serve as an indicator

for ATP consumption during kinesin’s steps. As can be seen

in Fig. 2, C–F, the simulation results satisfactorily reproduce

measured velocity and stepping irregularity for a broad range

of opposing loads and ATP concentrations (3,50). The stall

forces from the simulations are also close to measured values

of 5–8 pN (3), depending on ATP concentrations (Fig. 2 D).
These results confirm that the ratchet-and-pawl plus bias

mechanism works in kinesin.

This theory predicts a tight coupling between kinesin’s

ATPase pathway and mechanical movement in agreement

with experimental findings (50,51). The coupling ratio, i.e.,

the average number of ATP molecules hydrolyzed per

forward step, was given by the simulation straightforwardly

because our simulation kept a record ofATP consumption and

kinesin steps for each run. The simulation yielded a value

of 1 for the coupling ratio up to load of 5 pN (Fig. 2 D).
Consistent with this result, the randomness parameter remains

to be 0.5 up to 5 pN in both the measured data and the sim-

ulation results. As the load is further increased, the measured

randomness data are underestimated by the simulation results,

probably because these simulations neglect load sensitivity of

some transitions in the mechanochemical cycle. At such

extreme loads, the randomness analysismight become invalid

due to loss of processivity (3,50).

Kinesin’s ratchet-and-pawl device is
evolutionarily optimized

The synergetic ratchet-and-pawlmechanism arises from afine

interplay of multiple molecular properties of the kinesin-MT

system, which include not only the linker length but also the

catalytic core’s capabilities for MT binding and for nucleo-

tide-dependent linker zippering. Configurational computa-

tions in which these properties are hypothetically changed

provide a quantitative basis for assessing how well kinesin is

evolutionarily adapted to its motor function. The ideal work-

ing regime for the ratchet-and-pawl mechanism, namely the

direction-locking regime mentioned before, can be quantita-

tively defined by two key requirements: thermodynamic

stability of the asymmetric ground state (state III) and in-

accessibility of states V and VI enforcing the forbidden

transitions. Both requirements yield, respectively, lower and

upper boundaries for the regime in terms of effective linker

length in double-headed dimer-MT bindings. As shown in

Fig. 1 B, the lower boundary n1 is approximately given by

energy-level crossing between the lowest-lying single-bind-

ing state (state II) and the ground state (state III), and the level

crossing between state II and the double-binding double

zippering state (state V) gives the upper boundary n2. Fig. 3
presents values of n1 andDn¼ n2� n1 for hypothetic variance
of zippered length (nz) between 1 and 10 amino-acid residues,

free-energy gain by linker zippering (Uz) between 0.5 and 7

kBT, and head-MT binding energy for a ATP-bound or

nucleotide-free head (UKM) between 10 and 20 kBT. (The
binding energy for an ATP-bound head was found to be close

to that for a nucleotide-free head (22,52). We assumed both

binding energies to be equal in this study.) Remarkably, even

for such unrealistically broad change of molecular properties,

kinesin’s effective linker length of 14–16 amino-acid residues

(for double-headed bindings with MT) invariably lies within

the ideal regime.Kinesin appears to lie closer to the lower than

the upper boundary of the working regime. This feature is

likely advantageous for kinesin’s motor function, because it

allows the ratchet-and-pawl mechanism to function properly

even when the coiled coils unwind to a nontrivial extent.

Overall kinesin tends to optimize robustness of its ratchet-

and-pawl device against variance in effective linker length by

minimizing lower boundary of the regime (n1) and simulta-

neously maximizing its size (Dn). This joint optimization

requires larger values for UKM and nz, both of which,

however, have their own limits. The zippered length is

restricted by the size of the catalytic core, while MT-bindings

must not compromise sufficiency of ATP hydrolysis for their

disruption. With an experimentally measured value for UKM

between 16 and 19 kBT (22,52) and a likely value for nz close
to seven amino-acid residues (see Fig. 1 A), kinesin has

largely approached the natural limits for both quantities. The

results in Fig. 3, and also those in Fig. 1 B, clearly dem-

onstrated that kinesin’s neck-linker length, zippering, and

MT-binding capabilities have been evolutionarily fine-tuned

to maximize robustness of the inherent ratchet-and-pawl de-

vice, thereby ensuring the motor’s sturdy directionality and

high processivity. Interestingly, both boundaries of the ratchet-

and-pawl regime, while being rather sensitive to the zippered

length (nz), are shifted ,1 amino-acid residue by a 10-fold

change of the zippering energy (Uz). This notable insensitivity

ensures adequacy of the surprisingly small zippering energy

of Uz � 1.2 kBT found for kinesin (13), as far as the ratchet-

and-pawl mechanism is concerned.

A framework for quantitative analysis of
kinesin mutants

The ideal regime together with the two regions sandwiching it

(see Fig. 1 B) provides a basis for analyzing performance of

genetically engineered constructs of dimeric kinesin (11–

13,53). In the regime below n1 the lowest-energy state for

dimer-MT double bindings even surpasses energies of single-

binding states, and if processive walking is still possible,
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depends on the lifetime of the double-binding state and on the

barrier for reaching it. On the other side beyond n2 is the bias
regime, in which direction-locking is defective and proces-

sivity reduced—but net plus-end directionality survives,

albeit in an average sense. In what regime a mutant dimer

actually lies depends not only on effective linker length, but

also on other molecular properties that participate in defining

boundaries of the regimes.An example is a study inwhich 6 or

12 amino acids were inserted into the junction of the neck

linker and coiled coil (53). Constructs from this study, though

having considerably elongated neck linkers, fall into the

regime of defective but not abolished ratchet-and-pawl, which

explains the observation of shortened run length, reduced

velocity, and survival of averaged direction toward MT plus-

end (53).

As the unified molecular-physical mechanism for con-

ventional kinesin’s directionality and processivity, the

synergic ratchet-and-pawl mechanism establishes a quanti-

tative link between the motor’s overall performance and a list

of well-defined molecular properties of the dimer-MT

system. This provides a tool for rational design for mutations

for future studies on kinesin, and also for study of hereditary

mutations involved in human neurodegenerative diseases

(54–56).

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, conventional kinesin is an evolutionarily fine-

tuned molecular ratchet-and-pawl device that locks its move-

ment into a unique polarity of MT and ensures consecutive

steps in a head-over-head gait. Remarkably, this conclusion

was established by the system-level configurational analysis

employing merely first principles plus several measured

binding and barrier energies. The conclusion is supported by a

simulation study for the dimer’s running process based on the

identified ratchet-and-pawl mechanism and incorporating

measured enzymatic rates. These findings quantitatively ra-

tionalize a large body of previously puzzling results. The

load-insensitive direction-locking by the ratchet-and-pawl

mechanism explains kinesin’s unyielding direction,which the

zippering-induced diffusional bias merely reinforces. When

FIGURE 3 Robustness of kinesin’s ratchet-and-pawl. Lower boundary (n1) and size (Dn ¼ n2 – n1) of the ideal working regime for the ratchet-and-pawl

mechanism in terms of effective linker length as a function of hypothetical changes in zippered length of neck linkers upon zippering (nz), associated free-

energy gain (Uz), and head-MT binding energies for a nucleotide-free or ATP-bound head (UKM). (Both binding energies were assumed equal in obtaining the

results shown by the figures.) For other kinesin-MT parameters, the same values as for Fig. 1 are used. Definitions of n1 and n2 are shown in Fig. 1 B. The n1 and
Dn values for conventional kinesin are indicated by the open areas.
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the load reaches a certain super-stall range, kinesin’s ratchet-

and-pawl device becomes defective but not entirely abolished.

As a consequence, rare events of consecutive back-stepping

occur as seen experimentally. Kinesin’s ratchet-and-pawl is

notably insensitive to the zippering energy, rationalizing its

small value found experimentally. The method of system-

level energetic computation and analysis introduced in this

work has turned out to be powerful in exposing synergetic

molecular mechanisms. The method may also be useful in

study of other processive motor proteins such as myosin V

and cytoplasmic dynein.

APPENDIX: ATOMIC COMPUTATION FOR
LINKER PEPTIDES

Bending rigidity and loop-forming property of a neck linker, both being

important in determining the free energy of the linker chains, depend on

atomic details of the linker peptide, particularly its backbones. We used

polyalanines as a model for linker peptides of hypothetically varying length.

To obtain reliable values for lp and lT, we used the fast pivot Monte Carlo

procedure based on an all-atom representation (44) to generate an extremely

large ensemble of peptide conformations. The conformational ensemble

yields an average radius of gyration as a function of peptide length in good

agreement with experimental data (57). The average end-to-end distance

calculated from the sampled conformations yields persistence length through

a worm-like-chain model formula,

ÆR2æ ¼ 2lplN � 2l
2

p½1� expð�lN=lpÞ�:
The procedure leads to a stable value of lp ¼ 0.8 nm over the length range of

10–20 amino-acid residues relevant to kinesin’s linkers. The deduced lp
value is close to those found by single-molecule measurements (30,31). A

closed loop is defined by end-to-end distance smaller than 0.4 nm, and our

computer-generated ensemble of peptides turned out to be sufficient for

reliable computation for the probability of loop formation over seven orders

of magnitude. The loop-formation probability as a function of number of

amino-acid residues exhibits a peak at four amino acids, and drops by

several orders of magnitude at two amino acids in consistency with pre-

diction of polymer theory (26). The minimum length for a half loop in

kinesin-MT configurations is taken as one amino acid, yielding lT ¼ 0.36 nm.
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